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The Haddenham & Waddesdon neighbourhood team is currently made up of 2 PCs and 3 PCSOs.
They’re based out of Waddesdon Police Base and all work a shift pattern. There is not 24 hour
coverage from the neighbourhood team; however there are response officers who work out of
Buckingham and Aylesbury 24/7 and respond to emergencies/ incidents across the Vale.
Acting Inspector FARROW and Sergeant Kuttner are in charge of the Haddenham & Waddesdon
team, as well as the teams which cover Winslow and Villages, Buckingham & Villages and Wing &
Ivinghoe.
As of September, our Neighbourhood teams adjusted the areas which they cover to align with the
new community board areas – this has caused some issues with regards to IT and some other
practicalities; however we are getting there. The team have gained Berryfields, which was
previously looked after by the Aylesbury North Team. There have also been some other boundary
changes with the Buckingham & Villages team.
Issues :
Our neighbourhood PCs often called to support other areas/ operations.
Covid-19 hit the neighbourhood team hard – due to resilience levels across the force, all
neighbourhood PCs were aligned to response teams, this left the PCSOs who were often required
to respond to COVID breaches. We are now almost back to normal which is good!
Up until the beginning of this week, there was only one PC; however Dean KINGHAM (who used to
work this neighbourhood has returned. This is mostly because the size of the area has increased.
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Speedwatch is currently on hold due to COVID19. Roads Policing Acting Chief Insp Scott Long is in
communication with Op Renew regarding when and how it can safely resume, but unfortunately,
there is no date decided as yet.
One of the main considerations is the safe reintroduction of the vetted volunteers that often do
the back office admin work. There has also had to be a review of the Speedwatch roadside activity
risk assessment to ensure the safety of our Community Speedwatch volunteers in light of
COVID19.
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There is a warning that this data is not 100% accurate as TVPs computer systems have not
caught up with the change in boundaries as part of the community boards, so some of this data
may in fact overlap with other board areas such as Winslow and Villages.
Burglaries – 10 across the area since June 1st. 4 in Stone, 1 in Ickford, 1 in Worminghall, 1 in
Kingsey, 1 in Chearsley, 1 in Oakley and 1 in Berryfields. 5 of these were shed breaks and three
were garages.
Theft from Motor Vehicles – 6 across the area – 3 in Haddenham, 1 in Brill and 2 in Berryfields.
Thefts – 9 general thefts across the area. Nothing specific – from fuel to a ring doorbell.
Drugs – 3 possession 2 investigations into supply.
58 Domestic Incidents/ crimes (24 or these in Berryfields), 10 Adult Protections, 20 Child
Protection, 14 Missing Person, 12 Frauds, 44 assaults, across the area since June.
We’ve also been dealing with COVID-19 breaches, although don’t have the figures, reports of
breaches has gone down.
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Waddesdon: Groups of youths alighting school bus in Waddesdon – littering, damage to trees,
cannabis use. Patrols have been increased and the school has been notified.

Skate Park, School Lane Waddesdon. ASB/ drug use issues at the location. Deal bags have been
found along with empty alcohol containers, some glass bottles have been smashed near to the
children’s play equipment. Increased patrols and a request made to the CCTV operator who have
cameras covering the location to provide images for identification.
Berryfields Estate: ASB at Sainburys with youths loitering/ committing shopliftnigs. NHPT are
attending the location more frequently at school closing times and the school is being notified.
Berryfields skate parks (all) Reports from the parish council in regards to graffiti. NHPT patrols
continue.
Moorcroft Lane, Berryfields. Reports of cannabis use at a block of flats.
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We’ve all heard about the new Covid-19 rules/ legislation that came into place. TVP received
guidance from the college of policing about the practicality of this guidance. The gist of it is that
we will continue to police using the engage, explain, encourage and enforce as a final option
approach. This is a forever-changing picture so we are having to adapt to it as we go…
I expect that there will be an increase of reported breaches of covid rules; however don’t expect it
to replicate the amount of reports that we had during lockdown.
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The two priorities that I would like my team to focus on in the area are for them to prevent and
reduce shed and garage burglaries, and to focus on rural crime (which is quite general but
encompasses the theft of plant and machinery).

